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ABSTRACT 
The concept of ideal in an Almost Semilattice )(ASL  is introduced and the smallest ideal containing a given nonempty 
subset of an LASL  is described. Also, several properties of ideals are derived. Proved that the set I (L), of all ideals in 
an ASL  L, is a distributive lattice and also, the set PI (L), of all principal ideals form semilattice is established. 
Derived set of equivalent identities for the intersection of any family of ideals is again an ideal and a 1-1 correspondence 
between ideals (prime) of L and ideals (prime) PI (L) is established. Finally obtained, every amicable set in L is 
embedded in a semilattice PI (L).  
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1.INTRODUCTION 
 
Ideals were first studied by Dedekind, who defined the concept for rings of algebraic integers. Later the concept of ideal 
was extended to rings in general. M. H. Stone investigated ideals in Boolean rings, which are lattice of a special kind. 
There is already a well-developed theory of ideals in lattice. We wish to show that it is useful to extend the notion of ideal 
to the more general systems called Almost Semilattice. 
 
There are only one reasonable way of defining what is to be meant by an ideal in a lattice. Recall that Dedekind’s 
definition of an ideal in a ring R is that it is a collection J of elements of R which (1)  contains the difference ba − , and 

hence the sum ba + , of any two of its elements a  and b  for all Jba ∈, , and (2)  contains all multiples such as 
ax  or ya  of any of Ryx ∈,  and Ja∈ , By analogy, a collection J  of elements of a lattice L  is called an ideal 

if (1)  it contains the lattice sum ba∪  of any two of its elements a  and b , and (2)  it contains all multiples 

xa∩  of any Lx∈  and Ja∈ . The analogy is that the greatest lower bound , or lattice meet ba∩  corresponds 
to product in a ring, and the least upper bound, or lattice join ba∪  corresponds to the sum of two elements in a ring. 
      
In this paper, we introduce the concept of an ideal and smallest ideal containing a given nonempty set in an ASLL  with 
binary operation   and prove that the set I (L)  of all ideals of L  forms a distributive lattice, the set PI (L), of all 
principal ideals of an LASL  is a semilattice. Also, given an equivalent conditions for the intersections of arbitrary 
family of ideals in an LASL  is again an ideal. We establish a one-to-one correspondence between ideals of L and 
ideals of  PI (L), in particular a one-to-one correspondence between prime ideal of L  and prime ideal of  PI (L). In 
this paper, we prove that if I  is an ideal of L  and K  be a nonempty subset of L  which is closed under the 
operation   and ∅∩ =KI , then there exists a prime ideal P  of L  such that PI ⊆  and ∅∩ =KP . Finally, 
we obtain every amicable set is embedded in a semilattice PI (L).  
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In section 2, we collect a few important definitions and results which are already known and which will be used more 
frequently in the paper. In section 3, we introduce the concept of ideal in an LASL  and prove that the set I (L) of all 
ideals of L forms a distributive lattice for which the set PI (L)  of all principal ideals of L is a semilattice. In this section, 
we derive set of identities for the intersection of arbitrary family of ideals in L  is again an ideal and hence the set I (L)  
is a complete lattice. In section 4, we define a prime ideal in an almost semilattice and prove that a one-to-one 
correspondence between I (L) and the set of all ideals in PI (L)  also, prove that a one-to-one correspondence between 
the set of all prime ideals in L and the set of all prime ideals in PI (L). Finally, we prove that every amicable set in L  is 
embedded in the semilattice PI (L).  

 
2.PRELIMINARY 
 
In this section we collect a few important definitions and results which are already known and which will be used more 
frequently in the paper. 

 
Definition 2.1: [2] A semilattice is an algebra ),( ∗ S  satisfying where S is nonempty set and ∗  is a binary operation 

on S  satisfying:   
1.  zyxzyx ∗∗∗∗ )(=)(   
2.  xyyx ∗∗ =   
3.  = ,x x x∗  for all Szyx ∈,, .  

 
Definition 2.2: An ideal in a semilattice L is a nonempty subset which closed under initial segments. 

 
Definition 2.3: A proper ideal P  of a semilattice ) , ( L  is said to be prime ideal if for any PbaLba ∈∈ ,, , then 

either Pa∈  or Pb∈ .  
 
In other words, a semilattice is an idempotent commutative semigroup. The symbol ∗  can be replaced by any binary 
operation symbol, and in fact we use one of the symbols of    , , +∨∧ or   . , depending on the setting. The most natural 
example of a semilattice is ( ( ) ,  )X ∩P , or more generally any collection of subsets of X  closed under intersection. 
A sub semilattice of a semilattice ) , ( ∗ S  is a subset of S  which is closed under the operation ∗ . A homomorphism 

between two semilattices ), ( ∗ S  and ), ( ∗ T  is a map TSh →:  with the property that 
)()(=)( yhxhyxh ∗∗     far all Syx ∈, . An isomorphism is a homomorphism that is 1-1 and onto. It is worth 

nothing that, because the operation is determined by the order and vice versa.Also, it can be easily observed that two 
semilattices are isomorphic if and only if they are isomorphic as ordered sets.  
 
Definition 2.4: [3] An algebra ),( L  of type (2) is called an Almost Semilattice if it satisfies the following axioms: 

)(=)(     )( 1 zyxzyxAS                  (Associative Law) 

zxyzyxAS  )(=)(     )( 2                (Almost Commutative Law) 

xxxAS =     )( 3                                 (Idempotent Law) 
  

Definition 2.5: [3]  Let L  be a nonempty set. Define a binary operation   on L  by: yyx = , for all Lyx ∈, . 
Then ) , ( L  is called discrete ASL.  

  
Definition 2.6: [3]  For any Lba ∈,  where L  is an ASL , we say that a  is less or equal to b  and write ba ≤ , 

if aba = .  
  

Definition 2.7: [3]  Let L  be an ASL . Then for any Lba ∈, , we say that a  is compatible  with b  and write 

ba ~   if and only if abba  = . A subset S  of L  is said to be setcompatible   if ba ~  , for all Sba ∈,   
 

Definition 2.8: [3] Let L  be an ASL . Then a maximal compatible set in L  is called a  maximal set .  
  

Definition 2.9: [3] Let M  be a maximal set in L . Then an element Lx∈  is said to be −M  amicable if there 
exists Ma∈  such that xxa = .  
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Lemma 2.10: [3] Let L  be an ASL . Then for any abbaLba  =,, ∈  whenever ba ≤ .  

  
Theorem 2.11: [3] Let M  be a maximal set in L  and Ma∈ . Then for any MaxLx ∈∈ , .  

  
Corollary 2.12: [3] If M  is a maximal set and Lx∈  is M-amicable, then there is a smallest element Ma∈  with 
the property xxa =  . We denote this element a  of L  by Mx .  

  
Corollary 2.13: [3] Let M  be a maximal set and Lx∈  be M-amicable. Then Mx  is the unique element of M  
such that xxxM =  and MM xxx = .  

  
Definition 2.14:. [3] If M  is a maximal set in L , then we denote the set of all M-amicable elements of L by )(LAM
.  
Theorem 2.15: [3] Let M  be a maximal set. Then ) , )(( LAM  is an ASL . Moreover, for any )(, LAyx M∈ , we 

have MMM yxyx  =)( .  
  

Definition 2.16: [3] A maximal set M  in L  is said to be amicable  if LLAM =)( . That is, every element in L is 
M-amicable.  

  
Definition 2.17: [3] An element Lm∈  is said to be unimaximal  if xxm =  for all Lx∈ .  

  
Definition 2.18: If ) , ( ≤P  is a poset which is bounded above in which every nonempty subset of P  has glb , then 

every nonempty subset of P  has lub  and hence is a complete lattice.  
  

3.IDEALS 
  

In this section, we introduce the concept of an ideal in an LASL  and describe the smallest ideal containing a given 
nonempty subset of L . We further prove that the set I (L)  of all ideals of L  forms a distributive lattice for which the 
set PI (L)  of all principal ideals of L  is a semilattice. 
 
Throughout the remaining of this section, by L we mean an ) , (  LASL  unless otherwise specified. In the following, 

we give the definition of an ideal in an LASL .  
 
Definition 3.1: A nonempty subset I  of an LASL  is said to be an ideal  if LaandIx ∈∈    , then Iax ∈ . 
 
From the definition of ideal in LASL , it can be easily seen that every ideal is closed under the operation   and hence 
every ideal is a sub ASL  of L . But, any subset of L  which is closed under the operation   need not be an ideal. 
For, consider the following example:  
 
Example 3.1: Let },,{= cbaL . Define a binary operation   on L  as below:  

  
     a   b  c  
a   a  a   a  
b   a   b   c  
c   a   b   c  

  
In this ASL , the set },{ ba  is closed under the operation  , but not an ideal, since },{= baccb ∉ .  
 
In the following theorem, we describe the ideal generated by a given nonempty subset S  of L ;  that is, the smallest 
ideal of L  containing S .  
 
Theorem 3.2: Let S  be a nonempty subset of L . Then =1( ] = {( ) |  ,   n

i i iS s x x L s S∈ ∈  where
}                    1 integerpositiveaisnandni ≤≤  is the smallest ideal of L  containing S .  
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Proof: Suppose S  is a nonempty subset of L . Then for any Ss∈ , we have sss =  and hence ](SS ⊆ . Thus 

](S  is nonempty. We shall prove that ](S  is an ideal. Let ](Sa∈  and Lt∈ . Then xsa i
n
i  )(= 1=  for some 

Lx∈  and Ssi ∈  for all ni         1 ≤≤ . Now, =ta  ( ) ( ) ystxstxs i
n
ii

n
ii

n
i  )()( )( 1=1=1= ==  where 

Ltxy ∈= . Thus ](Sta ∈ . Hence ](S  is an ideal of L . Now, it remains to prove that ](S  is the smallest 
ideal of L  containing S . Suppose J  is an ideal of L  such that JS ⊆ . Then for any ](St∈ , we have 

xst i
n
i  )(= 1=  for some Lx∈  and Ssi ∈  where ni         1 ≤≤ . This implies that xst i

n
i  )(= 1= , Lx∈  and 

JSsi ⊆∈  for all ni         1 ≤≤ . Thus Jt∈ . Hence JS ⊆]( . Therefore ](S  is the smallest ideal containing S .                  
 

If }{= aS , then we write ](a  instead of ](S  and is called the principal ideal of L  generated by a . Now, we have 
the following.  
 
Corollary 3.3: Let L  be an ASL  and La∈ . Then }  |{=]( Lxxaa ∈  is an ideal of L .  

 
Corollary 3.4: For any ](,, baLba ∈∈  if and only if aba = . 
  
Proof: Suppose ](ba∈ . Then tba =  for some Lt∈ . Now, =)(= tbbab  =)( tbb  atb = . 

Therefore aba = . Converse follows by the definition of ](a . 
 

Corollary 3.5: Let I  be an ideal of L . Then, for any IbaLba ∈∈    ,,  if and only if Iab ∈ .  
  

Proof: Suppose I  is an ideal of L  and suppose that Iba ∈ . Then Iaba ∈ )( . It follows that 
Iabaaabaabab ∈ )(=)(=)(= . Similarly, we can prove the converse.  

  
Corollary 3.6: For any ](=](,, abbaLba ∈ .  

  
Proof: Since tabtba  )(=)(  for all Lt∈ , it follows that ](=]( abba  . 
 
Recall that for any Lba ∈, , with ba ≤ , we have abba  = . Now, we have the following.  
 
Corollary 3.7: Let I  be an ideal of L . Then, for any Ix∈  and La∈ , Ixa ∈  and hence I  is an initial 
segment of L ; that is, Ix∈  and La∈  such that xa ≤  imply that Ia∈ .  

  
Proof: Suppose I  is an ideal of L  and suppose Ix∈  and La∈  such that xa ≤ . Then axxaa  == . It 
follows that Ia∈ , since Iax ∈ . 

 
It is clear that every initial segment I  of L  contains the zero element 0 . Now, we have the following theorem. 
  
Theorem 3.8: Let L  be an ASL . Then the intersection of any class of an initial segments of L  is also an initial 
segment of L .  

  
Proof: Let JjjI ∈}{  be a class of an initial segments of L . If the index set J  is empty, then LI j

Jj

= 


∈

, which is 

clearly an initial segment of L . Suppose J  is nonempty. Since each initial segment contains 0 , it follows that j
Jj

I 


∈

 

contains 0 . Now, we shall prove that j
Jj

I 


∈

 is an initial segment of L . Let La∈  and j
Jj

Ix  


∈

∈  such that 

xa ≤ . Then jIx∈  for all Jj∈  and xa ≤ . Since jI  is an initial segment of L , jIa∈  for all Jj∈ . 

Therefore j
Jj

Ia  


∈

∈ . Thus j
Jj

I 


∈

 is an initial segment of L . 
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Theorem 3.9: Let JjjI ∈}{  be a nonempty class of an initials segment of an LASL . Then j

Jj

I 


∈

 is also an initial 

segment of L .  
 

Proof: Put j
Jj

II  =


∈

. Since the index set is nonempty and each jI  is nonempty, it follows that I  is nonempty. 

Suppose La∈  and Ix∈  with xa ≤ . Then jIx∈  for some Jj∈ . Since jI  is an initial segment of L , 

jIx∈  for some Jj∈ . Therefore j
Jj

Ix  


∈

∈ . Thus j
Jj

I 


∈

 is an initial segment of L . 

Note that, )(LIn  denote the set of all initial segment of an LASL   .  
 
Theorem 3.10: )(LIn  is a complete lattice, with respect to set inclusion, in which for any JjjI ∈}{ , glb 

j
Jj

JjJ II  =}{


∈
∈  and lub j

Jj
Jjj II  =}{


∈
∈ .  

In the following, we prove that, the set I (L) of all ideals in an ASLL  is a distributive lattice. For this, first we need the 
following. 

 
Definition 3.11: Let I  and J  are ideals in L . Then }      |{= JxandIxLxJI ∈∈∈∩ .  

  
Lemma 3.12: If I  and J  are ideals of an LASL  , then JI ∩  is an ideal of L .  

  
Proof: Suppose I  and J  are an ideals of L . Then clearly I  and J  are nonempty subsets of L . Hence we can 
choose Ix∈  and Jy∈ . Then we have Iyx ∈  and hence Ixy ∈ . Also, we have Jxy ∈ . Therefore 

JIxy ∩∈  . Hence JI ∩  is nonempty. Clearly JI ∩  is an ideal of L . 
 

It can be easily seen that }  |{= JbandIabaJI ∈∈∩  .  
 
Definition 3.13: Let I  and J  are ideals in L . Then }       |{= JxorIxLxJI ∈∈∈∪ .  

  
Lemma 3.14: If I  and J  are ideals of L , then JI ∪  is an ideal of L .  

  
Proof: Suppose I  and J  are ideals of L . Then clearly I  and J  are nonempty subsets of L . Hence JI ∪  is 
nonempty. We shall prove that JI ∪  is an ideal of L . Let JIx ∪∈  and La∈ . Then either Ix∈  or Jx∈ . 
If Ix∈ , then JIIax ∪⊆∈ . Thus JI ∪  is an ideal of L . 
 
It can be easily seen that the intersection (union) of any finite family of ideals of an LASL   is again an ideal. Now, we 
have the following theorem whose proof is straightforward. 

 
Theorem 3.15: The set  I (L)  of all ideals of an LASL   is a distributive lattice with respect to set inclusion.  
 
Next, we prove that the set  PI (L), of all principal ideals in an LASL   is a semilattice. For this, we need the 
following.  
 
Lemma 3.16: For any Lba ∈, , ](ab∈  if and only if ](]( ab ⊆ .  

  
Proof: Suppose ](ab∈ . Then bab = . Now, let ](bt∈ . Then )(=)(== tbatbatbt   ](a∈ . 
Thus ](]( ab ⊆ . Converse is trivial, since ](ba∈ . 

 
Lemma 3.17: Let Lba ∈, . Then ](]( ba ⊆  whenever ba ≤ .  

  
Proof: Suppose ba ≤ . Then baa = . Now, let ](at∈ . Then =)(=)(== tabtbatat   

]()( btab ∈ . Therefore ](]( ba ⊆ . 
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Lemma 3.18: For any Lba ∈, , ](=](](=]( abbaba  .  

  
Proof: Suppose Lba ∈,  and suppose ](](=](]( babat ∩∈ 

. Then ](at∈  and ](bt∈ . Thus we have tat =  

and tbt = . Now, ]()(=)(== batbatbatat  ∈ . Hence ⊆](]( ba  ]( ba  . Conversely, let 
]( bat ∈ . Then ]()(=)(= atbatbat ∈ and also, =)(= tbat   ]()(=)( btabtab ∈ . Thus 

](]( bat ∩∈ . Hence ](](=](](]( bababa  ∩⊆ . Therefore ](=](]( baba  . Hence 
](=](](=](](=](](=]( ababbababa  ∩∩ . 

 
Now, we have the following theorem, whose proof follows by the above lemmas.  
 
Theorem 3.19: Let L be an ASL . Then the set PI (L) of all principal ideals of L is a semilattice.  
 
It can be easily seen that the above semilattice PI (L) is not a sub-lattice of the distributive lattice I (L). Let us recall that 
an element a  of L  is said to be minimal if Lx∈  , ax ≤  imply that ax = . Observe that, for any La∈ , a  is 
minimal if and only if aab = . for all Lb∈ . Also, observe that L  has 0  if and only if L  has unique minimal 
element. Also seen that, if x  is a minimal element in L  and I  is an ideal of L , then Ix∈ . We have observed that 
the intersection of a finite family of ideals is again an ideal. But, the intersection of an arbitrary family of ideals need not 
be an ideal again, in a general ASL . In the following theorem we give set of identities for the intersection of an arbitrary 
family of ideals is again an ideal. For this, first we need the following.  
 
Lemma 3.20: If L  has minimal element, then the set of all minimal elements of L forms an ideal.  

  
Proof: Suppose L  has a minimal element say a . Now, put }       | {= LinelementminimalaismmI . Then clearly 

I  is nonempty, since Ia∈ . Let Ix∈  and Lt∈ . Then xxs =  for all Ls∈ .  
 
Now, txtxstxs  =)(=)(  for all Ls∈ . Thus tx   is a minimal element of L . Hence Itx ∈ . 
Therefore I  is an ideal. 

 
Theorem 3.21: The following conditions are equivalent in an LASL . 

(1)  The intersections of any family of ideals is nonempty 
(2)  The intersections of any family of ideals is again an ideal 
(3)  The class I (L) has least element 
(4)  The class I (L) is complete 
(5)  The class PI (L) has least element 

L    (6)  has a minimal element  
  

Proof: Suppose δαα ∈}{I  be a family of ideals in L  and suppose α
δα

II  =


∈

 is nonempty. Then clearly I  is 

nonempty and I  is an ideal of L . This proves (2)(1) ⇒ . If we take α

α

II
LI


)(

=
I∈

. Then by (2) , I  is an ideal of 

L , and clearly I  is the least element of I (L). This proves (3)(2) ⇒ . Since I (L) is bounded above by L  and any 
nonempty subset of I (L) has glb , follows by I (L) has least element. Hence (4)(3) ⇒ . Clearly (5)(4) ⇒ . 

(6)(5) ⇒ : Suppose  PI (L) has least element say ](a . Now, we shall prove that a  is a minimal element in L . 
Suppose Lx∈  such that ax ≤ . Then we have ](]( ax ⊆ . It follows that ](=]( ax , since ](a  is minimal. Hence 

](=]( xaa∈ . Therefore xaaxa  == , since ax ≤ . Hence xa ≤  Therefore by antisymmetric, ax = . Thus 
a  is minimal. (1)(6) ⇒  follows by every ideal contains a minimal element. 

 
4.THE SEMILATTICE PI (L)  

 
We have proved in the previous section that the class PI (L) of all principal ideals of L  forms a semilattice. In this 
section, we prove that a one-to-one correspondence between set of all ideals (prime ideals) in L  and set of all ideals 
(prime ideals) in PI (L). 
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Throughout the remaining of this section, by L we mean an ),(  LASL  unless otherwise specified. In view of 

3.5 corolary , we give the following definition of a prime ideal in an LASL    which coincides with the well known 
concepts of prime ideal in semilattice.  
 
Definition 4.1: A proper ideal P  of L  is said to be idealprimea    if for any Lyx ∈, , Pyx ∈  implies that 

Px∈  or Py∈ .  
 
Lemma 4.2: A proper ideal P of L  is prime if and only if for any ideals I and J of L , PJI ⊆∩  implies that 

PI ⊆  or PJ ⊆ .  
  

Proof: Suppose I  and J  are an ideals of L  such that PJI ⊆∩ . If PI ⊆ , then the lemma  holds true. 
Assume that PI ⊄ . Then there exists Ix∈  such that Px∉ . Let Jy∈ . Then Jxy ∈  and hence 

.x y J∈ Also, Iyx ∈ . Hence PJIyx ⊆∩∈ . Since P  is prime ideal and Px∉ , Py∈ . Thus 
PJ ⊆ .  Conversely, assume the condition. We shall prove that P  is a prime ideal. Let Lyx ∈,  such that 

Pyx ∈ . Then Pyxyx ⊆](=](](  . Therefore Px ⊆](  or Py ⊆]( . Hence Px∈  or Py∈ . Therefore 
P  is prime. 
 
The following theorem establishes the relation between the ideals (prime ideals) of L  and the ideals (prime ideals) of 
the semilattice PI (L).   
 
Theorem 4.3: Let L  be an ASL . Then we have the following: 

1.  For any ideal I  of L , }|]{(:= IaaI e ∈  is an ideal of  PI (L). Moreover, I  is prime if and only if eI  is 
prime.  

2.  For any ideal K  of the semilattice PI (L), }](  |{= KaLaK c ∈∈  is an ideal of L . Further, K  is prime 

if and only if so is cK .  
3.  For any ideals 1I  and 2I  of L , 21 II ⊆  if and only if ee II 21 ⊆ .  

4.  For any ideals 1K  and 2K  of PI (L), 21 KK ⊆  if and only if cc KK 21 ⊆ .  

5.  II ce =  for all ideals I  of L .  

6.  KK ec =  for all ideals K  of  PI (L).   
  

Proof:   
1. Suppose I  is an ideal of L . Then }  |  ]{(= IaaI e ∈ . Now, we shall prove that eI  is an ideal of  PI (L).  

Since I  is nonempty, it follows that eI  is nonempty. Let eIa ∈](  and ∈](t  PI (L). Then Ia∈  and 

Lt∈ . Therefore Ita ∈ . Hence eItata ∈](=](](  . Thus eI  is an ideal of PI (L).  Suppose I  is a 

prime ideal of L . We shall prove that eI  is a prime ideal of PI (L). Let ∈](],( ba  PI (L) such that 
eIba ∈](](  . Then eIba ∈](  . Therefore ](=]( tba   for some It∈ . Since ](=]( tbaba  ∈ , 

)(= batba  . Therefore Iba ∈ . Since I  is prime, either Ia∈  or Ib∈ . It follows that 
eIa ∈](  or eIb ∈]( . Thus eI  is a prime ideal of PI (L). Conversely, suppose eI  is a prime ideal of  PI 

(L). Let Lba ∈,  such that Iba ∈ . Then eIbaba ∈](=](](  . Therefore eIa ∈](  or eIb ∈]( . 
Hence ](=]( sa  or ](=]( tb  for some Its ∈, .  Therefore Iasa ∈=  or Ibtb ∈=  and hence 
I  is prime. 

2. Suppose K is an ideal of PI (L). Then }](|{= KaLaK c ∈∈ . We shall prove that cK is an ideal of L . 

Since K  is nonempty, cK  is nonempty. Let cKa∈  and Lt∈ . Then Ka ∈]( and ∈](t  PI (L). 

Therefore Ktata ∈](](=](  . Hence cKta ∈ . Thus cK  is an ideal of L . Now, suppose K  is a 

prime ideal of  PI (L). We shall prove that cK  is a prime ideal of L . Let Lba ∈,  such that cKba ∈ . 
Then Kbaba ∈](=](](  . Therefore either Ka ∈](  or Kb ∈]( , since K  is prime. It follows that  
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cKa∈  or 

cKb∈ .  Hence cK  is a prime ideal of L . Conversely, suppose cK  is a prime ideal of L . 

Now, let ∈](],( ba  PI (L) such that Kba ∈](](  . Then Kba ∈](  . It follows that 
cKba ∈ . Since 

cK  is prime, either 
cKa∈  or 

cKb∈ . Therefore Ka ∈](  or Kb ∈]( . Hence K  is a prime ideal of     
PI (L).  

3. Suppose 1I  and 2I  are ideals of L  such that 21 II ⊆ . Let eIa 1]( ∈ . Then 1Ia∈  and hence 2Ia∈ . 

Therefore eIa 2]( ∈ . Thus ee II 21 ⊆ . Conversely, suppose ee II 21 ⊆ . Let 1Ia∈ . Then ee IIa 21]( ⊆∈ . 

Therefore ](=]( ta  for some 2It∈ . Hence 2= Iata ∈ . Thus 21 II ⊆ .  

4. Suppose 1K  and 2K  are an ideals of  PI (L) such that 21 KK ⊆ . Let cKa 1∈ . Then 1]( Ka ∈ . Thus 

2]( Ka ∈ . Therefore ](=]( ta  for some 2Kt∈ . Hence cKata 2= ∈ . Thus cc KK 21 ⊆ . Conversely, 

suppose cc KK 21 ⊆ . Let 1]( Ka ∈ . Then cc KKa 21 ⊆∈ . Thus cKa 2∈ . Hence 2]( Ka ∈ . Therefore 

21 KK ⊆ .  

5. Suppose 
ceIa∈ . Then eIa ∈]( . Therefore ](=]( ta  for some It∈ . Hence Iata ∈= . Therefore 

II ce ⊆ . Clearly 
ceII ⊆ . Thus 

ceII = . Similarly, we can prove (6) . 
 

Lemma 4.4: Let I  and J  be an ideals of L . Then eee JIJI ∩∩ =)( .  
  

Proof: Suppose I  and J  are an ideals of L . Then JIJI ,⊆∩ . Therefore by 4.3 theorem , we have 
eee JIJI ,)( ⊆∩ . Hence eee JIJI ∩⊆∩ )( . Conversely, suppose ee JIa ∩∈]( . Then eIa ∈](  and 

eJa ∈]( . Hence ](=]( ta  for some It∈  and ](=]( sa  for some Js∈ . Therefore ](=]( taa∈  and hence 

ata = . Similarly we get asa = . Since It∈ , Iata ∈= . Similarly we get Ja∈ . Hence JIa ∩∈ . It  
follows that eJIa )(]( ∩∈ . Therefore eee JIJI )( ∩⊆∩  and hence eee JIJI ∩∩ =)( . 

Thus we have the following theorem, whose proof follows by 4.3 theorem  and 4.4lemma .  
 
Theorem 4.5: The mapping eII   is a one-to-one correspondence of  I (L) onto I (PI (L)). Moreover, this 
correspondence gives one- to - one correspondence between the prime ideals of L  and those of PI (L).  

  
Now, we prove the following theorem.  
 
Theorem 4.6: Let L  be an ASL with a minimal element and let oM  denote the least element of I (L). Then oM  
contains precisely the minimal elements of L .  

  
Proof: Suppose oMx∈ . We shall prove that x  is minimal. Suppose La∈  such that xa ≤ . Then by 

](](  3.17  xalemma ⊆ and oMx ⊆]( .On the other hand, oM  is the least element of   I (L), ( ] ( ].oM a x⊆ ⊆  

It follows that oo MxaM ⊆⊆⊆ ](]( . Hence ](=](= xaM o . Therefore ](=]( axx∈ , and hence 

axax ==  , since xa ≤ . Thus x  is minimal. Now, suppose Lx∈  such that x  is minimal. Since oM  is an 

ideal, we can choose oMa∈ . Therefore xax =  since x  is minimal. Thus oMx∈ , since oMa∈ . Thus oM  
contains precisely all minimal elements in L . 
 
Corollary 4.7: Let L be an ASL  with a minimal element. Then, for any Lyx ∈, , yx   is minimal if and only if 

xy   is minimal.  
  

Proof: We have, for any ideal I  of L , Iyx ∈  if and only if Ixy ∈ . It follows that yx   is minimal if and 
only if xy   is minimal. 

Already, we have observed that a nonempty subset of an LASL  which is closed under the binary operation   need not 
be an ideal. Now, we have the following theorem.  
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Theorem 4.8: Let I  be an ideal of L and K  be a nonempty subset of L which is closed under the operation   with 

∅∩ =KI . Then there exists a prime ideal P of L such that PI ⊆  and ∅∩ =KP .  
  

Proof: Write ∈JT {=  I (L) | }=  ∅∩⊆ KJandJI . Then ∅≠T , since TI ∈ . Clearly T  is a poset under 
set inclusion and it can be easily verified that T  satisfies the hypothesis of Zorn’s lemma. Therefore, by Zorn’s lemma, 
T  has maximal element say P . We shall prove that P  is prime. Let Lyx ∈,  such that Px∉  and Py∉ . Then 

PxP     ]( ∪⊂  and PyP ∪⊂ ]( . Therefore TPyPx ∉∪∪      ](  ,    ]( , since P  is the maximal element in 

T . Hence ∅≠∩∪ KPx )]((  and ∅≠∩∪ KPy )](( . Choose Ltt ∈21   ,  such that KPxt ∩∪∈ )]((1  

and KPyt ∩∪∈ )]((2 . Then we have Ktt ∈21,  and hence Ktt ∈21  . Also, Pxt ∪∈ ](1  and hence 

Pxtt ∪∈ ](21  . Similarly, Pytt ∪∈ ](21  . It follows that )](()]((21 PyPxtt ∪∩∪∈ . Now, 
PyxPyxPyxPyPx ∪∪∪∩∪∩∪ ](=])(]((=])(]((=)](()]((  . If Pyx ∈ , then ]( yx   P⊆ . 

Hence PPyx =]( ∪ . Thus Ptt ∈21  . Therefore KPtt ∩∈21   which is a contradiction to ∅∩ =KP . 
Hence Pyx ∉ . Thus P  is a prime ideal of L . Therefore there exists a prime ideal P  of L  such that PI ⊆  

and ∅∩ =KP . 
 

Corollary 4.9: Let I be an ideal of L and Ia∉ . Then there exists a prime ideal P of L such that PI ⊆  and Pa∉   
  

Corollary 4.10: If La∈≠0 , then there exist a prime ideal P  of L  such that P∈0 and Pa∉ .  
  

Corollary 4.11: Let I  be a proper ideal of L . Then the intersection of all prime ideals of L  containing I is I itself.  
  

Proof: Suppose I  is a proper ideal of L  and write }         | {= PIandLofidealprimeaisPPT ⊆ . Put 

PJ
TP

 =


∈

. We shall prove that JI = . Since PI ⊆  for all TP∈ , JI ⊆ . Conversely, suppose IJ ⊄ . Then 

there exist Jx∈  such that Ix∉ . By 4.9 Corollary , there exists a prime ideal P  of L such that PI ⊆  and 

Px∉ . Therefore Jx∉  which is a contradiction to Jx∈ . Thus IJ ⊆ . Hence JI = . 
 

Corollary 4.12: Let Lba ∈,  and ](]( ba ≠ . Then there exists a prime ideal P  of L  containing a  and not 

containing b  or vice versa.  
  

Proof: Suppose Lba ∈,  such that ](]( ba ≠ . Then either ](]( ba ⊄  or ](]( ab ⊄ . Without loss of generality, 
assume that ](]( ba ⊄ . Then ](ba∉ . Therefore ∅∩ =](}{ ba . Now, by 4.8 corollary , there exists a prime 

ideal P  of L  such that Pb ⊆](  and ∅∩ =}{ Pa . Thus Pb∈  and Pa∉ . Similarly, we can prove that 

Pa∈  and Pb∉ . 
 

Corollary 4.13: If La∈  is not minimal, then there exists a prime ideal of L  not containing a .  
  

Proof: Suppose a  is not a minimal element of L . Then there exist Lx∈  such that aax ≠ . Thus ( ] ( ].x a a≠  
Suppose ](=]( aax  . Then ](=]( axaa ∈ . Hence =)(= aaxa   axaax  =)( which is a 
contradiction to axa ≠ . Thus by 4.12 Corollary , there exist a prime ideal of L  not containing a . 

 
Theorem 4.14.  The following are equivalent, in L .  

1. The intersection of all prime ideals of L  is nonempty  
2. The intersection of all prime ideals of L  is again an ideal  
3. L  has a minimal element  

 
In the following theorem we can see that, if an ideal I of L contains a unimaximal element, then an ideal I  and an 

LASL  are equal.  
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Theorem 4.15: Let L be an ASL and Lm∈  be unimaximal. If I  is an ideal in L such that Im∈ , then LI = .  

  
Proof: Suppose I  is an ideal of L  and suppose Im∈  is a unimaximal. We shall prove that LI = . Now, let 

Lx∈ . Then xmx = . Therefore Ix∈ . Hence IL ⊆ . But, LI ⊆ . Thus LI = . 
 
Finally, we characterize amicable subsets in L . More precisely, we prove that if L  has amicable set, then every 
amicable set is isomorphic to the semilattice PI (L). First we need the following.  
 
Lemma 4.16L: Let M  be a maximal set in L . Then )(LAM , the set of all M-amicable elements of L is an ideal of L   

  
Proof: Suppose M  is a maximal set in L . Then clearly )(LAM  is nonempty, since every element in M is 

M-amicable. Let )(LAa M∈  and Lt∈ . Then there exists Mm∈  such that = .m a a Now, 

)(=)(= tamtamta  . Thus )(LAta M∈ . Therefore )(LAM  is an ideal of L . 
 

Recall that if M  is a maximal set and Lx∈  is M-amicable, then there exists a unique element Mx in M with the 
property xxxM =  and MM xxx = . Now, we have the following whose proof is straight forward.  
 
Lemma 4.17: Let M  be an amicable set in L . Then for any ](=]( , MxxLx∈ .  
 
Theorem 4.18: Let M  be an amicable set in L . Then for any Lyx ∈, , the following are equivalent:  

1.  ](=]( yx   

2.  ](=]( MM yx   

3.  MM yx =   
  

Proof: Suppose M  is an amicable set in L . Then LLAM =)( . Now, let )(=, LALyx M∈ . Then there exists a 

unique element Myx MM ∈,  such that MM xxx =  and xxxM =  and also MM yyy =  and 

yyyM = . Thus by 3.4  corollary  and 3.16 lemma , we get ](=]( Mxx  and ](=]( Myy . Therefore 

(2)(1) ⇒  is clear. Assume (2) . Then ](=]( MMM yxx ∈ . Thus =Mx MMMM yxxy  = , since 

Myx MM ∈, . Hence MM yx ≤ . Similarly we get MM xy ≤ . Therefore MM yx = . Assume (3) . We need to 
show that ](=]( yx . Let ](xt∈ .  
 
Then == txt   ](=)(=)(===)(=)( ytytyytyytytxtxxtxx MMMMMM ∈ .  
 
Hence ⊆](x  ](y . Similarly we can prove that ](]( xy ⊆ . Therefore ](=]( yx . 

 
Corollary 4.19: Let M  be a maximal set in L . Then for any Myx ∈, , the following are equivalent.  

1.  yx =   
2.  ](=]( yx   

  
Recall that if M  is a maximal set in L  and Ma∈ , then for any Lx∈ , Max ∈ . Finally we prove the 
following theorem.  
 
Theorem 4.20: Let M  be an amicable set in L . Then the mapping ](xx  is an isomorphism of M  onto a 
semilattice PI (L).  

  
Proof: Let M  be an amicable set in L . Define, →Mf :  PI (L) by ](=)( xxf  for all Mx∈ . Then f  is 

both well defined and 1-1. Also, let ∈](x  I (L). Then )(= LALx M∈ . Therefore there exists Ma∈  such that 

xxa = . Since Max ∈ , we get ](=](=](=)( xxaaxaxf  . Hence f  is onto. Now, it remains to 
show that f  is a homomorphism. Suppose Myx ∈, . Then )()(=](](=](=)( yfxfyxyxyxf  .  
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Therefore f  is a homomorphism. Thus f  is an isomorphism. 

 
From the above theorem, every amicable set is embedded in the semilattice PI (L). 
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